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Some important aspets of the eletroni struture of the iron oxypnitides depend very sensitively
on small hanges in interatomi distanes and bond angles within the iron-pnitogen subunit. Using
rst-priniples full-potential eletroni struture alulations, we investigate this sensitive depen-
dene, ontrasting in partiular LaOFeAs and LaOFeP. The width of the Fe-bands is signiantly
larger for LaOFeP, indiating a better metal and weaker eletroni orrelations. When alulated
at their experimental rystal struture these two materials have signiantly dierent low-energy
band struture. The topology of the Fermi surfae hanges when going from LaOFeP to LaOFeAs,
with a three-dimensional hole poket present in the former ase transforming into a tube with two-
dimensional dispersion. We show that the low-energy band struture of LaOFeAs evolves towards
that of LaOFeP as the As atom is lowered loser to the Fe plane with respet to its experimental
position. The physial origin of this sensitivity to the iron-pnitogen distane is the ovaleny of the
iron-pnitogen bond, leading to strong hybridization eets. To illustrate this, we onstrut Wannier
funtions, whih are found to have a large spatial extension when the energy window is restrited to
the bands with dominant iron harater. Finally, we show that the Fe bandwidth slightly inreases
as one moves along the rare-earth series in ReOFeAs and disuss the physial origin of this eet.
PACS numbers:
Introdution
The reent disovery of superondutivity in eletron-
doped rare-earth oxyarsenides
1
has generated a great
deal of interest in the eletroni struture and magneti
properties of these ompounds, with dierent types of
magneti
2,3
or harge
4
utuations onjetured to be at
the origin of the pairing mehanism.
The rare-earth iron oxyarsenides belong to a wider
lass of rare-earth oxypnitides ReOTPn (where Re and
T are the rare-earth and transition metals, respetively,
Pn = P,As is the pnitogen ion, with nominal harge−3)
whih have the same tetragonal struture of ZrCuSiAs-
type
6
. In spite of obvious similarities in the overall ele-
troni struture, those ompounds dier in their mag-
neti properties and their tendeny towards superon-
dutivity. It is partiularly interesting in this respet to
ontrast the properties of LaOFeAs to those of its phos-
phate homologue LaFeOP. Relating the observed dier-
enes to relevant dierenes in their eletroni struture
may provide important lues into the nature and the ori-
gin of magnetism and superondutivity in these mate-
rials. The undoped stoehiometri ompounds have dif-
ferent magneti properties: LaOFeP is non-magneti8,
while LaOFeAs undergoes a magneti ordering transi-
tion at a temperature of 134 K
1
preeded by a stru-
tural transition at a slightly higher temperature
5
. Their
transport properties above the magneti transition tem-
peratures are also dierent, with the eletrial ondu-
tivity of LaOFeP being substantially larger than that
of LaOFeAs1,9. These ompounds also dier signi-
antly in their superonduting properties. While un-
doped LaOFeAs is magneti and non-superonduting,
the situation in the absene of doping for the parent om-
pound LaOFeP is urrently somewhat ontroversial. A
superonduting transition in the range 4-7 K was orig-
inally reported
7
, and reently onrmed in Ref. 9, but
questioned in Ref. 10 whih found no superondutivity
above 0.35 K. At any rate, eletron doping suppresses the
antiferromagnetism in LaOFeAs and leads to a superon-
duting phase with Tc as high as 26 K, while it does not
indue suh drasti hanges in the phosphate ompound,
in whih it auses only a moderate inrease of Tc up to
8 K
9
.
The eletroni struture of the LaOFeP ompound,
in partiular its Fermi surfae (FS), has been investi-
gated theoretially by Lebègue
11
. His results an be
outlined as follows: the LaOFeP FS onsists of two
ellipsoidal eletroni ylinders entered at the M − A
line at the Brillouin zone (BZ) edge, and of two hole
ylinders entered at the BZ enter Γ-Z line, together
with a single hole poket with three-dimensional (3D)-
like dispersion at the Z point. A basially idential
shape of the FS has been proposed in several theoretial
papers
12,13,14
for LaOFeAs , with eletron doping result-
ing in the disappearane of the 3D-hole poket, whih
gets lled, thus hanging the FS topology and inreasing
the two-dimensional harater upon doping. This topo-
logial hange and redution of eetive dimensionality
has been suggested to be at the origin of the dierent
types of magneti utuations observed in the stoiho-
metri and doped LaOFeAs ompounds, respetively3,14,
2and possibly also responsible for the appearane of su-
perondutivity in the doped ompound. It is impor-
tant to note, in this respet, that most eletroni stru-
ture alulations in Refs.
12,13,14
have been arried out
at values of the lattie onstants and internal parameters
(the Fe-As and La-O interplane distanes) whih were ob-
tained by relaxing the struture within LDA/GGA. As
pointed out very reently by Mazin et al.
14
, rather small
hanges in the LaOFeAs strutural parameters, parti-
ularly, in the Fe-As interatomi distane, may lead to
the disappearane of the 3D hole poket from the FS of
stoihometri LaOFeAs. Furthermore, internal parame-
ters of the LaOFeAs experimental rystal struture are
rather poorly reprodued by theoretial LDA/GGA al-
ulations, with the Fe-As interplane distane being un-
derestimated by about 6%
15
.
For these reasons, a omparative study of the
LaOFeP and LaOFeAs ompounds is espeially relevant
in order to larify the relations between eletroni prop-
erties and the eletroni struture of these materials. We
do know that stoihometri LaOFeP and LaOFeAs dier
substantially, partiularly in properties diretly related
to the low-energy eletroni struture suh as magneti
ordering, transport or superondutivity. Therefore, one
may hope and expet that eletroni struture alula-
tions arried out at judiiously hosen strutural param-
eters should be able to apture this dierene. In this ar-
tile, we arry out a detailed rst-priniples investigation
of LaOFeAs and LaOFeP aimed at identifying relevant
dierenes in their eletroni strutures while relating
them to the small but signiant dierenes whih ex-
ist between the LaOFeAs and LaOFeP lattie strutures.
We show that eletroni struture alulations at the ex-
perimental lattie parameters and internal positions re-
sult in the Fermi surfaes of LaOFeP and LaOFeAs hav-
ing dierent shapes, with the 3D hole poket present in
the ase of LaOFeP , but not in the ase of LaOFeAs.
These hanges in the FS topology are due to shortening
of the iron-pnitogen bond-length in LaOFeP as om-
pared to LaOFeAs. We identify the sensitivity of the ele-
troni struture to this bond-length as being due to the
rather high degree of ovaleny assoiated with the iron-
pnitogen bond, and illustrate this point by onstruting
appropriate Wannier funtions.
The paper is organized as follows. We briey outline
our alulational approah in Se. I. The overall ele-
troni struture of LaOFeAs and LaOFeP is disussed in
Se. II. Low-energy aspets of this eletroni struture
and Fermi surfaes are desribed in Se. III, and the
dierenes between the two materials are illustrated by
a study of the sensitivity of these low-energy aspets to
the Fe-pnitogen distane. Then, in Se. IV, we per-
form a Wannier funtion onstrution whih illustrates
this sensitivity and relates it to the ovaleny of the iron-
pnitogen bond. Finally, in Se. V we study the inuene
of the strutural properties on the width of the Fe- bands
and its material dependene.
Table I: Crystal-struture data for LaOFeAs5 and LaOFeP7.
Lattie onstants a and , internal positions of the Pn and
La (z) in units of , and the vertial distane of the Pn with
respet to the Fe plane (dv). The vertial distane is related
to the z-parameter by dv = (z−0.5)c, and the angle θ between
the As-Fe bond and the Fe-plane by tan(θ) = (2z − 1)c/a.
LaOFeAs LaOFeP
a 4.0301 Å 3.9636 Å
 8.7368 Å 8.5122 Å
z(La) 0.1418 0.1487
z(Pn) 0.6507 0.6339
dv 1.32 Å 1.14 Å
θ 33.2◦ 29.9◦
dFe−As 2.41 Å 2.33 Å
I. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The rst priniple alulations of the band-struture
and Fermi surfae of these materials presented in Se.
II and Se. III were performed using the Full-Potential
APW+loal orbitals method as implemented in the
Wien2k
16
ode. We onsidered 800 k-points in the BZ
and heked that all the properties presented in this ar-
tile were onverged with this mesh. The results that we
present here have been obtained within the Loal Den-
sity Approximation (LDA)
17
to the exhange-orrelation
potential but it is worth mentioning that our onlusions
do not vary if we use the generalized-gradient approxima-
tion (GGA)
18
instead. We have also performed a alula-
tion using the Quantum-ESPRESSO pakage
19
, with the
omputational details like in 20, and onstruted maxi-
mally loalized Wannier funtions
21
by using the ode
developed by Mosto et al.
22
. Last but not least, we have
performed an Nth order mun tin orbital onstrution
for the Fe-d orbitals
23
.
II. BAND STRUCTURE OF LaOFeAs AND
LaOFeP : COMPARISON ON A LARGE
ENERGY-SCALE
In this setion, we ompare the alulated band stru-
ture of LaOFeP and LaOFeAs at their experimental rys-
tal struture, on a large energy sale overing the whole
Fe, Pn (=As or P) and O bands as shown in Fig. 1.
The rystal struture parameters were taken from exper-
iments and are given in Table I.
The obtained bandstrutures for both materials are de-
pited on Fig. 1. In this gure, the olors of the bands are
simply guides to the eyes in order to ompare more eas-
ily their relative positions and bandwidths. The bands
plotted in red and green have mainly Fe 3d and Pn-O p
harater, respetively. The bands shown in blak orre-
spond mainly to La 4f states whih are well above the Fe
bands. The blue arrows in between the two plots show
3the approximate bandwidth of the Fe 3d bands in eah
ompound. One may observe that the bands that are
lose to the Fermi level, whih orrespond to Fe, have
larger bandwidth in LaOFeP as ompared to LaOFeAs.
This is a plausible explanation of why the former is ob-
served to be a better metal (in the sense of smaller resis-
tivity)
1,7
. This also indiates a lesser degree of eletroni
orrelations in LaOFeP.
The dierene in bandwidth results from a ombina-
tion of three fators. First, from the dierene in Fe-Fe
distane whih is signiantly smaller in LaOFeP. Se-
ondly, P and As have dierent eletronegativity, whih
leads to a shift towards more negative energies of the P-
bands in LaOFeP. Finally, the Pn has dierent vertial
distanes with respet to the Fe plane, a quantity whih
is mainly governed by the internal z parameter, and may
inuene the width of the Fe' s bands through the dier-
ent strength of the Fe-Pn bond.
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Figure 1: Band struture of LaOFeAs (left) and LaOFeP
(right). Red and green bands have mainly Fe-3d and
Pnitogen/Oxygen-p harater respetively. The olors are
guides to the eyes in order to failitate omparison of the rel-
ative positions and widths of the bands ( see also blue arrows).
III. LOW-ENERGY BANDSTRUCTURE AND
FERMI SURFACE: GREAT SENSITIVITY TO
FE-PN DISTANCE
In this setion, we fous on the very low-energy
band struture and Fermi surfae properties of the
LaOFeAs and LaOFeP ompounds, as depited on Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 (alulated for the experimental rystal stru-
ture as given in Table I).
In both ompounds, the Fermi level is rossed by ve
bands with mainly Fe harater. Both materials present
two eletron pokets entered at M and two hole pok-
ets entered at Γ with mainly dxz and dxz/yz harater.
(Our hoie of the loal oordinate system entered at
Fe is suh that the x/y axes point towards the nearest-
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Figure 2: Low energy region of LaOFePn' s band strutures
with Pn= As (up panel) and P (lower panel).
neighbour Fe sites. With this hoie, the dxy orbital
is the one that points to the Pn atom while dx2−y2
points towards the nearest-neighbor Fe.) The signi-
ant dierene between these ompounds omes from the
third poket entered along the Γ → Z diretion. In
LaOFeAs this third poket has mainly dxy harater and
presents almost no dispersion along the z-diretion (it is
therefore two-dimensional (2D) in nature). In ontrast,
in LaOFeP it onsists of a dispersing 3D poket with
mainly d3z2−r2 harater.
This dierene in the Fermi surfaes may explain the
fat that LaOFeAs is magnetially ordered with better
nesting properties than LaOFeP , for whih no magneti
ordering has been reported. When the situation with
the superondutivity of undoped LaOFeP gets eventu-
ally laried, this dierene in the Fermi surfaes may
atually prove to be signiant also in this respet.
The explanation for this dierene in the low-energy
band-struture, as obtained from rst-priniples ele-
troni struture methods, lies mainly in its great sensi-
tivity to the Fe-Pn distane and to the vertial distane
of the Pn to the Fe plane. The reason for this sensitivity
is that, lose to the Fermi level, there is a sizeable hy-
bridization between Fe and Pn states as will be shown
later in details.
We heked the eet of doping by using the virtual
rystal approximation. We observe that for the experi-
mental strutures there are no qualitative hanges in the
low energy band-struture for LaOFeAs , only a shift of
the hemial potential with still three 2D-like pokets
rossing the Fermi level. In ontrast, for LaOFeP ,
the 3D poket gets lled and almost disappears from
the Fermi surfae in the doped ompound. One should
note that the bandstruture and FS properties obtained
for the relaxed LaOFeAs struture (in ontrast to the
experimental one) using LDA (also reported by Singh
13
) presents features that are very similar to the ones
desribed above for the LaOFeP material. This is due
to the fat that LDA overestimates the Fe-As bonding,
4Figure 3: Fermi surfaes for LaOFeAs and LaOFeP alulated
at their experimental rystal struture.
so that the Fe-As distane (∼ 2.4 Å experimentally)
in the relaxed struture beomes as small as in the
LaOFeP ompound, whih is around 2.3 Å. As a result,
the LDA relaxed struture of LaOFeAs displays a 3D
poket whih disappears upon doping.
In order to understand better the sensitive depen-
dene of the low-energy bandstruture on the Pn height
with respet to the Fe plane, we have studied the
LaOFeAs system by xing the lattie parameters a and
c at their experimental values, while varying the vertial
position of As all the way from the experimental value
down to a position whih is very lose to the one that P
has in the LaOFeP material (see Table I).
The results of this study are depited on Fig.4. We see
from this gure that the 2D poket with dxy harater in
the `experimental' LaOFeAs (upper panel) evolves into a
3D poket with d3z2−r2 harater as As is moved loser to
the plane (lowest panel). The irles in the plots indiate
As ontribution (mainly As-pz) to the d3z2−r2 .
In a nutshell, one an say that `LaOFeAs evolves into
LaOFeP ' as the height of the As to the Fe plane de-
reases.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of the low energy band struture for
LaOFeAs to dv (As' s vertial distane with respet to the Fe
plane) for xed lattie onstants a and c. The onsidered dv
values are indiated in eah plot.
IV. ANALYSIS IN TERMS OF WANNIER
FUNCTIONS
In the previous setion we have noted that the low-
energy band struture, and most notably the topology of
the Fermi surfae depend very sensitively on the internal
strutural parameter z(As). Reduing z(As) amounts to
dereasing the distane of the As ions to the Fe plane,
and hanging aordingly the angle that the Fe-As bond
is forming with the Fe-plane. In this setion, we ob-
tain more diret insights into this sensitive dependene by
onstruting Wannier funtions, whih reveal the strong
ovaleny and hybridization eets assoiated with the
Fe-As bond. We present alulations done at the experi-
mental strutural parameters.
We have used two dierent types of Wannier onstru-
tions. The rst one is a maximally loalized Wannier
funtion onstrution (MLWF)
21
based on an ultra-soft
pseudopotential approah as implemented in the PWSCF
ode
19
. The seond one is the N-th Order Mun Tin
Orbitals (NMTO) method and downfolding tehnique
23
,
based on an LMTO-ASA approah
24
. Previous experi-
ene has shown
25
that these two approahes give results
that are quite omparable to eah other.
5Spread d-downfolding dpp-downfolding
(in A)
z2 1.78 1.02
xz 2.05 1.25
yz 2.05 1.25
xy 2.36 1.24
x2 − y2 1.73 0.97
As-p 1.87
As-p 1.92
As-p 1.92
O-p 1.26
O-p 1.28
O-p 1.28
Table II: Spread of maximally loalized Wannier funtions,
both for a model retaining only the Fe-d states and a model
that also inludes As- and O-p orbitals. Note in partiular
the large spread of the xy orbital, whih points towards the
As atom.
A ruial issue is the hoie of the energy range on
whih the downfolding is performed, i.e the set of Bloh
bands that the Wannier onstrution aims at reprodu-
ing. We shall onsider two possible hoies: a restrited
energy range overing roughly [−2,+2]eV around the
Fermi level, orresponding to downfolding on the set of
2 ∗ 5 bands with dominant Fe harater. We shall all
this the `d-downfolding'. We have also onsider down-
folding on a muh larger energy range (approximately
from −6eV to +2eV) enompassing all bands with Fe-d,
O-p and As-p harater (2 ∗ 11 bands), whih we shall
denote by `dpp-downfolding'.
In Table II, we display our results for the spatial ex-
tension of the various Wannier funtions of LaOFeAs ob-
tained by the MLWF onstrution, for both hoies of
downfolding, as measured by the spread: Ω =
√
( < r2 >
− < r >2). The most striking feature is the large val-
ues of the spreads, in partiular of the dxy orbital whih
points towards the As-atoms, when downfolding is per-
formed on the restrited set of Fe bands. Note that the
spread of the dxy orbital is atually omparable to the Fe-
As distane. The spreads are onsiderably redued when
performing the dpp-downfolding involving the larger set
of bands, as expeted.
In order to visualize this eet, we plot in Fig. 5(a) the
isosurfae of the xy-like Wannier funtion. The `leakage'
of the Fe state on the neighboring As atoms is learly
visible. In Fig. 5(b) we plot the same isosurfae for the
same dxy orbital, but in the `dpp' Wannier onstrution.
As expeted, the orbitals are onsiderably more loalised
in this ase, and the leakage onto the neighboring As
atoms is suppressed.
In passing, we note that these observations have diret
impliations for many-body alulations of these mate-
rials performed within the dynamial mean-eld theory
Figure 5: (a) Fe-xy Wannier funtion for LaFeOAs, from the
maximally loalized Wannier onstrution performed for the
restrited set of Fe-like bands (d-downfolding). (b) Same or-
bital harater, but within the dpp downfolding, retaining the
full set of Fe-d As-p and O-p bands.
(DMFT) framework. Beause of the spatially extended
harater of the Fe-Wannier funtions in the restrited
d-downfolding, it seems that inluding only loal matrix
elements of the Coulomb interation and loal ompo-
nents of the self-energy would be a rather poor approxi-
mation for this `d-only' model. A full model using dpp-
downfolding (hene with more loal Wannier funtions)
seems like a better starting point for a DMFT alula-
tion. This observation may help understanding some of
the dierenes reently reported in DMFT alulations
of LaOFeAs2,26. However, another important issue is
the value of the on-site Coulomb interation and the e-
ieny of sreening, whih determines whether these ma-
terials should be viewed as in the intermediate or strong
orrelation regime.
Finally, in Fig. 6, we display uts through the isosur-
faes of some of the Wannier funtions obtained within
the NMTO onstrution within d-downfolding. More
speially, we have hosen to visualise the most ex-
tended orbital (xy), the least extended one (x2 − y2),
and the 3z2 − r2 whih due to its orientation along the
z-axis plays a speial role. Also, as shown in the previous
setion, the roles of the xy and the 3z2−r2 orbitals some-
what interhange onerning the Fermi surfae properties
when the z parameter is varied.
We display three spei uts: the rst two are parallel
6to the Fe xy-plane and orrespond to (i) the Fe-plane,
(ii) a plane ontaining the lower layer of pnitide atoms.
The last one is (iii) a ut along a plane parallel to the
z-axis and ontaining a nearest-neighbour Fe-As bond.
It thus uts through half of the La, Fe, O and As atoms
in the unit ell. While the rst ut mainly gives the
orientation of the Fe orbital, the other two are measures
of the leakage of the iron orbitals onto the As states. The
uts are represented in the three olumns of Fig. 6, the
rows show three dierent Fe-d orbitals: xy, 3z2 − r2 and
x2 − y2.
The rst panel in Fig. 6 shows the xy-orbital  the one
pointing towards the As atoms  of the Fe atom at the
enter of the plot. Also learly visible are the ontribu-
tions of this orbital on the neighboring four Fe atoms, as
well as parts of the lobes of the four next nearest neigh-
bor Fe atoms. Note, that the two As atoms do not lie
in the plane represented here, but 1.32 Åabove and be-
low respetively. Still, they mediate the hopping to the
next nearest Fe atoms, whih display more extended xy-
harater than the nearest neighbours, onsistent with
the observation of strong nearest neighbor hopping. The
seond plot in the rst row of Fig. 6 shows this same Fe
orbital but represented by an isosurfae ut ontaining
the As-plane. The ontributions of the Fe orbital leaking
into this plane and in partiular onto the two As atoms
(eye-like features) are learly visible. Finally, the ut of
this orbital in the plane ontaining the z-axis onrms
the very extended nature of this orbital.
The seond row in Fig. 6 shows the same uts, but for
the 3z2− r2 orbital, the third row for the x2− y2 orbital.
Partiularly interesting are the seond plots in these rows
whih visualise the hybridisation with the px±ipy orbitals
of the As atoms, respetively. For LaFeOP (not shown)
a similar piture emerges.
The overall omparison of the dierent orbitals on-
rms the result of Table 1 that the xy orbital is by far
the most extended one (followed in fat by the yz and xz
orbitals  not shown), displaying a tremendous ontribu-
tion on the neighboring As sites, in a panake-like at
shape. Fig. 7 shows the partial densities of states (DOS)
of the dierent Fe-d orbitals, in omparison with the As
partial DOS. The pronouned peaks of the xy and the
xz/yz densities of states in the region of the As-p bands
demonstrate one more that the large spatial extension
of these orbitals is due to their hybridising with the As-p
states.
The Wannier analysis an thus be summarized saying
that it shows the large extension of the d-orbitals when
a d-downfolding is used, with the xy- [3z2− r2℄ being the
most [least℄ extended one. This leakage is onsistent with
the high sensitivity of the low energy eletroni struture
with respet to the z parameter observed in the previous
setion.
V. WIDTH OF THE IRON BANDS:
MATERIALS DEPENDENCE
Having doumented in the previous setions (espeially
from a omparison of LaOFeP and LaOFeAs ) the im-
portane of ovaleny and of the Fe-Pn distane, we -
nally turn to the inuene of strutural properties on the
bandwidth of the iron bands, in a broader ontext. This
question has very reently attrated attention, with the
observation by Zhao et al.i27 of an apparent systemati
orrelation between the superonduting ritial temper-
ature of several dierent As-based pnitides and the angle
formed by the Fe-As bond with respet to the Fe-basal
plane. Speially, these authors observed that the var-
ious materials under onsideration have omparable Fe-
As distane (bond-length) dFe−As while the in-plane lat-
tie parameter a dereases as Tc inreases. Furthermore,
these authors suggested that this may imply a smaller
bandwidth W for materials with highest Tc, and hene
that superondutivity is enhaned by inreasing orre-
lation strength (inreasing U/W ratio). Note, however,
that this would mean a smaller bandwidth with dereas-
ing Fe-Fe distane.
Denoting by θ the angle formed by the Fe-As bond
with respet to the basal plane as skethed in Fig. 8 (so
that the opening angle at the top of the Fe4As pyramid is
θ3 = pi− 2θ in the notations of Ref. 27), the interatomi
distanes haraterizing the Fe-As unit and the vertial
distane of As with respet to the basal Fe plane are given
by:
dFe−Fe =
a√
2
, dFe−As =
a
2 cos θ
, (1)
dv =
a
2
tan θ = c
(
z(As)− 1
2
)
θ
θ3
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
As
Figure 8: Shemati Fe4As pyramid for LaOFeAs. The θ and
θ3 angles are indiated.
In order to investigate the dependene of the band-
width on these strutural parameters, we performed the
following studies, whih an be viewed as `numerial ex-
periments':
• (i) Keeping the lattie onstants a and c at their ex-
perimental values in undoped LaOFeAs , we stud-
ied how the band-struture evolves as the As is
brought into the plane, starting from its experi-
mental position down to a value omparable to the
7Figure 6: Fe orbitals for the 5-band model for LaFeOAs. First row: xy orbital. Seond row: 3z2−r2 orbital. Third row: x2−y2
orbital. In the Fe-plane (rst olumn), in the lower As-plane (seond olumn) and in a plane parallel to the z-axis ontaining
one La, O, Fe, As per unit ell (third olumn). In the rst two olumns the x-axis is along the diagonal of the plots. Note that
the x2 − y2 orbital has nodes in the latter plane and is thus not shown in this representation.
height of P in the LaOFeP ompound, i.e reduing
dv or z(As) (hene dereasing θ and inreasing θ3).
The resulting hanges in the low-energy eletroni
struture orresponding to these alulations have
been reported above in Se. III
• (ii) Keeping onstant the Fe-As distane dFe−As=
2.407 Å(as well as c at the same value than above),
we redue the lattie parameter a. In so doing,
the vertial distane dv separating As from the Fe
plane inreases, resulting in a larger angle θ with
the basal plane and a smaller angle at the summit
θ3.
• (iii) Finally, we onsider the atual experimental
struture of the parent ompounds LaOFeAs , PrO-
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Figure 7: Partial density of states of the Fe-d orbitals (solid
lines), ompared to the As density of states (dashed lines,
same urve in all panels).
FeAs and SmOFeAs. These three materials have
almost idential Fe-As distane and orrespond to
dereasing values of a, similarly to (ii), but in on-
trast to this ase they also orrespond to dereasing
values of the lattie onstant c, with the ReO unit
getting loser to the FeAs one.
The results of these investigations are depited in Fig.
9, in whih we display the hange in both the full band-
width W of the Fe bands and the bandwidth of the ou-
pied Fe states Wocc (i.e the distane from the bottom of
the Fe bands up to Fermi level). Both quantities provide
useful information, but the latter is usually a better as-
sesment of the relative importane of orrelation eets
(being related to the typial kineti energy).
We note the following trends for the three numerial
experiments above:
• (i) As dv is redued for xed a, a systemati in-
rease of the bandwidth (and of the bandwidth of
the oupied states) is observed. This is indeed
expeted: the diret Fe-Fe hopping is unhanged,
while hybridisation eets with As are inreased
as dv is dereased, hene inreasing the hopping
through As sites. Thus, in this ase, the bandwidth
dereases as θ3 dereases (and θ inreases).
• (ii) In this ase where dFe−As is kept onstant, both
the oupied and full bandwidth show a smaller
eet as the a parameter dereases. Hene, there is
a slight dependene of the bandwidth on the angles
θ, θ3 as ompared to i). The reason for this is that
the inreased Fe-Fe hopping (due the derease of a)
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Figure 9: The hange ∆W in the Fe 3d full bandwidth W
(solid line) and the bandwidth of its oupied part Wocc
(dashed line) with respet to alulated value for LaOFeAs at
its experimental struture
5
. These referene values are 4.25
eV for W and 1.95 eV for Wocc. From the top to bottom
panels we display the results for the alulations i), ii), iii)
as explained in the text. Left: ∆W as a funtion of dv or a,
as indiated. Right: ∆W as a funtion of θ3. The strutural
data for Pr and Sm ompounds were taken from Ref. 28 and
29, respetively.
is preisely ompensated by the derease of indiret
hopping through As (due to the inrease of dv).
• (iii) Finally, for the real materials whih also have
basially a onstant dFe−As, we observe neverthe-
less a stronger inrease of the bandwidth as a is
redued as ompared to ii). The reason for the dif-
ferene with (ii) is that the lattie parameter c si-
multaneously dereases, and indeed the inrease of
the bandwidth omes also from unoupied bands
above Fermi-level, reeting the inuene of the
Re-O unit beoming loser. Hene, for the three
materials investigated, the bandwidth inreases as
θ3 dereases (and θ inreases), in ontrast to (i).
The oupied bandwidth is even less sensitive to θ3,
again beause of the ompensating eet observed
for (ii).
The general onlusion of this investigation is that, as
expeted physially, the bandwidth is ontrolled both by
the diret Fe-Fe hopping in the plane and by the indiret
hopping through As (in view of ovaleny and hybridiza-
tion eets). Both the parameters a and θ (or θ3) are
therefore important. The bandwidth an in priniple be-
have dierently (inrease or derease) as the opening an-
gle θ3 is dereased. For the three real materials that we
have investigated, the bandwidth displays a sizable in-
rease for dereasing θ3 however, in ontradition to the
proposal made in Ref. 27. This inrease is basially re-
lated to the derease of the -parameter and the inrease
9Fe-Fe hopping (at onstant c the bandwidth experiments
a more slight eet).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The iron oxypnitides family of ompounds share a
similar overall eletroni struture. Some important as-
pets, however, depend very sensitively on small stru-
tural hanges, partiularly on hanges of interatomi dis-
tanes and bond angles within the iron-pnitide plane.
Using rst-priniples full-potential eletroni struture
alulations, we investigate this sensitive dependene,
ontrasting in partiular LaOFeAs and LaOFeP , whih
display dierent transport, magneti and superondut-
ing properties. The width of the Fe-bands is signif-
iantly larger for LaOFeP , indiating a better metal
and weaker eletroni orrelations. These two materi-
als also present signiant dierenes in their very low-
energy bandstruture, when alulations are performed
at their experimental rystal struture. Both materials
have three hole-pokets around the Γ point and two ele-
tron pokets around the M-point. However, one of the
hole pokets hanges from a three-dimensional one to a
tube with two-dimensional dispersion when going from
LaOFeP to LaOFeAs. These dierenes are due to the
shorter Fe-Fe distane and to the shorter distane of the
pnitide to the iron-plane in LaOFeP. We have shown
that the low-energy bandstruture of LaOFeAs evolves
towards that of LaOFeP as the As atom is lowered from
its experimental position to a position loser to the Fe
plane. We argue that the physial origin of this sensi-
tivity to the iron-pnitide distane is the ovaleny of
the iron-pnitide bond, leading to strong hybridization
eets. To illustrate this, we have onstruted Wannier
funtions whih are found to have a large spatial exten-
sion when restriting the energy window to the bands
with dominant iron harater. Finally, we have lari-
ed how the bandwidth hanges as one moves along the
rare-earth series in ReOFeAs. Sine the Fe-As distane
remains essentially onstant, the Fe-Fe distane ontrats
while the vertial distane to the Fe plane inreases, re-
sulting in a ompensating eet and rather small hanges
of the bandwidth. A slight inrease of the bandwidth of
unoupied states is observed, whih is atually assoi-
ated with the dereasing distane between the Fe-As and
Re-O planes.
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